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i’ve enjoyed dr. najeeb’s lectures every year since 2006 and i look forward to new ones every
year. the lectures are of the highest quality and he has so many topics covered. these are one-
stop lectures for anyone and everyone interested in medical school, residency, or just those
interested in the subject material. - kevin pennell if you want to learn medicine from the best dr
najeeb he is the best. i attended his lecture in canada in june 2010 and got my licence, after only
a month at the university and 7 years of clinical. this lecture series changed my life. i have been
attending his lecture series since 2010. the lectures are by far the best in medicine. dr. najeeb is
a medical doctor, so he explains the pathophysiology and the clinical pictures in detail. he has to
be the best doctor in the world. it can change your life to attend his lectures. i am so happy to
attend his lectures. now i'm a resident in a hospital and preparing to be a doctor. the best
lectures on any topic that any medical school or residency program can offer. dr. najeeb is an
amazing doctor with an incredibly brilliant mind. he and his wife, ms. saeeda khatoon are truly
wonderful people. anyone interested in studying medicine should watch these lectures. they
have changed my life. i went to medical school, residency, and still go to his lectures and they
are amazing. dr. najeeb lectures are the best. dr. najeeb is the most extraordinary person i've
ever known! i have been a medical student/residency for 10 years and i have never ever sat
through a more useful and enjoyable lecture series! dr.
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